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I. INTRODUCTION 

'• 

The, mechanism of the compound nucleus formatipn ( CNF) in ~eavy ion-induced reac-
, ' ' ,' • ' I • : • ' i j f ~ ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' ',; 1 • '.' ' ·1 • ; • ; . ) ; ' ' : ' . • I ,' ·.' ~ I 

tions is of considerable interest. However, its experimental investigation is very difficult 
Ir 1/!.1 

since during the complete fusion the system does not give signals which allow one to 
; > : •, "l .: , ' ' ! ; , , \ ' ; : ; '. •; • '• •,;.' \0
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judge about this process unambiguously. In experiments, the decay products of an ex-
, j • >, . · ' ·,• '' ; I'. · ( ' ' ~ '. ' • · •., 1 ,',' ·' •1 ,· ,: '·t ' : ! '., ',' 1: 1: ! ·i~, 

cited compound nucleus are registered,,however, they contain no infor~ation about the 
, f • • , ' , ' I ( ' ' ' · I '' .' · , '. ; ' ' • : ' \ ' ' , ; ) , ' '. , , + ~. : ', ~ ' 

mechanism of the CNF. A consistent theoretical analysis of the complete fus,ion process of 
' •·, 

two multinucleon interacting systems is ,a very complicated problem. Therefore, a number 
'._ ,' ~.<i' ': :_i- •.• ~'.;'i I l,,·o;. ':•:·'.'1._,t·1i''·~"'·, . ·. ·:'. ,' 1(::·•,·,_1_.,' ·'; / 

of models have been developed for the description of the experimental data. These models · 
.... ' ,'·: 1 '.',,,. 

are based on simplifying assumptions about the fusion process. 
1•1: ' ·; ,, ' .•• 

The critical distance model [1], the optical model ,[2] and the surface friction model 
I ' ,i I ,\ ' ,, '·•c: 

[3,4] widely used for the calculation of fusion cross se~tions do not consider the mechanism 
. ' ' l '. . • . I • ' • ' ' ' ! ~· ; ; . ' . ' ' f '.' • '', • : - ; ; , ' • 

of CNF itself. It is postulated usually that after the capture of a projectile by a target 
, , ' ' I' • •: ' ' , ' ' \"-·•' ' :i• '. ,•;;• 1 

nucleus the complete fusion occurs inevitably. One can say sometimes that the process of 
\ 1 ' ! '• .• '. • ' , : • '; '· • ,· ' • •.• l i . ' 1 

compound nucleus formation looks like the nuclear collapse. The macroscopic dynamic 
/ • • • J "". : / , 

model [5-7] allows cne.to trace the evolution of the fusion system in time. However,,such 
, • ·, ' f / , • ',' • • •-:' • , ,\, ' I' ;_ •; 

importal).t propertii:s of nuclei as their nucleon composition and shell str.ucture· are not 
ii, 

taken into account. In replacing the real atomic nuclei by homogeneous and structureless 
, • .: ' ' • ' ' ,' •• '. ' -I •_:;1'' ·;, 

drops of a hypothetical nuclear liquid, the real process of the compound nucleus formation 
\ C : < • ~ ' • ' • ; f ' • ' , 

is inevitably distorted. 
' ' 

In (8] a new ,approach to the analysis of the COf!1plete fusion process has been suggested. 
,. :, '. . •.': ; . ',, . ' ,, .. · . . ' . ,., . . . 

This approac~ is ba~ed on the information about _the interaction of two complex ~uclei 
' .,. . ,,. : , • • • . ' , ' ,,., . ,/ ' ,! ' 

being in close contact, which has .been obtained.in the study of deep inelastic transfer re-
,., : ; ,,· t,-1 ',, , ••• ·, ! ' · .- , / ,., . ' 

actions .. In the framework of this approach the complet~ f1;1sion of the nude~ .is interpreted 
, ·:, . ,, . '. '• . • r·- .. , ,. ; . . . ••. : •. 

in the following way. At the capture stage after the full dissipation of the' collision kinetic 
' : '. ~ , , , •. . , : , ; ( '. .• • t ' I •· ; , ) f • • ,' • " , ~ ' ., • . • • '. • , ' ' • ' ' \ 

energy a dinuclear,, system (DNS) is formed. The DNS evolves, to .a compound nucleus 
.•: :.,·:.,·. ,, '1 '0 : • ' '•:,;·1 ' ·-. . '· ,, ,, ; . '·' 1 •' ,· ,·· ' •• 

by the nucleon transfer from a light nucleus to a heavy one. An important peculiarity of 



the DNS evolution is the retaining of the individuality of nuclei t_hrough their way to the 

compound nucleus formatio?: During the DNS evolution all nucleons of the donor-nucleus 
. ' 

occur to be transferred shell by shell to the acceptor-nucleus. This approach can be called 

the "DNS-approach". 
. . 
How to reveal the real mechanism of compound nucleus formation? Our calculations 

of compound·nu~leus formation cross sections in the framework of different ~odels have 
C ' 

•',' :·. . : ·. ' ' ' ,, 
demonstrated1 that the complete fusion of massive nuclei (A~lOO) can be used as a good 

test of validity of various complete fusion models. 

As ~n ·illustration, f~r the reaction~ 100Mo+ 100Mo ~nd 110Pd+i10Pd the experim~nt,al 

dat~ [9j' on 'evaporation resi~ue cross sections are compared with results calculated in the 
• t •·. ., }• 1 '¥ 

framework of the st_andard models: the optical model [2], the surface friction model [4], 

th~ riiac~os~opi~ dynamic model [7] (Sec. II). The calculation~ include the determination 
' . ' ' - : 

or'th~ cross secti~n ~f co~pound n~~leus, formation and the analysis of the competition 

betwe~n\ari~u~ de-excitati~n chann~ls.The calculated re~~lts a~e in d~amatic discrepancy 

with ihe ex.perimentaldat~. For the reactio~ 110Pd+1i0 Pd the calculated data are several 
; 

orders ~fmagnitude larger than the experimental one. 
jr •• '. \ ',, • - ' ·'.'' • ' ; ' • 

· In our· opinion, this discrepancy is the result of quasi-fission of a massive DNS formed 

in these reaaions after full dis~ipation of the kinetic energy of collision (Sec. III)' [10]. In 

the existing modeis ~f complete fusion the competition bet~een complete fusion and quasi

fis~ion in the
1 

i~iti~l DNS is not taken into account. On the basis ~f the DNS~approach a 

model is proposed_ to calculate the competition between complete fusion and quasi--fission 

in massi;e symmetric DNS formed at"the collision energies above the Co~lomb barrier. 

This' model seeins to be ~pplicable ~lso for almost syriim~tric syste'm 124Sn+96Zr (Sec. 

IV). The ev~poration ;esidue cross section· (~ER(E)) val~es calculated for the ;~a~tions 

100Mo+100Mo and 110Pd.+110Pd by the proposed m~del are close
0

to th~ experiment~! da:ta 

: (Sec.· V). This fact ca~ be considered as an indicatio~ of the validity or' th;: interpretatio~ 

of the compou~d-nucleus formation. me~hanism suggested in the DNS~'approach~ 
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II. CALCULATION OF aEn(E) IN THE FRAMEWORK OF STANDARD 

MODELS OF COMPLETE FUSION 

A.' Calculation of the compound nucleus formation cross section in the framework 

of the optical model 

The CNF cross section aeN(E) was estimated by one of the variants of the optical 
., . ' ·, . . 

model that was us~d for the description _of t]:ie experimental _data on t~e synthesis of 

transuranium elements [2]. The .model parame,ters have been systematized in a wide 

region of the product. of atomic numbers of colliding nuclei, Z1 · Z2 by comparing _resu\ts 

of the calculation with the experimental data. 
''. ,·' 

The cross section ueN is a part of the total re~c,tion cross section UR 

00 

UR= ,r>,~I:(2/ + l)T(l,Ec.m.), 
' l=O 

(1) 

Here >.0 is the de Broglie wave length of the relative motion. of interacting nuclei, Ec.m. 

is the bombarding energy in the center-of-mass system, T is the penetration coefficient 

of the /-th partial wave through the potential barrier. T(l, Ec.m.) is approximated by the 

penetration factor- of a parabolic barrier. The potential describing the nucleus-nucleus 

interaction includes nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal potentials 

V(R) = VN +Ve+ V,., 

VN = Va { 1 + exp [ R - rov(Ar + A;/
3)] }-I 

{ 

Z1Z2e2/R, 

Ve= Z1Z2e2/2Rc(3 - R2 /Rb), 

V,. = 1i2 l(l + 1)/2µR2, 

if R > Re, 

if R s,·Rc, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where R is the distance between nuclear centres; Re = l.3.(A!13 + A;13) fm, µ is the 

reduced mass of the system. The quantities corresponding to the projectile and target 
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nuclei are marked by indices 1 and 2, respectively. The potential parameters Vo, Tov and 

d are taken from [2]. 

In· the classical optical model the CNF cross section is calculated by using the imag

inary part of the nucleus-nucleus potential. In [2] the empirical systematics of the ratio 

ueN/UR as a functions of Z1Z2 have been established. This systematics is the result of 

comparison of the experimental values of UeN and UR, obtained in dozens of reactions. 

The values of ueN in the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and 110Pd+110Pd have been found by 

calculating UR ~nd using the empirical systematics of the ratio ueN/uR presented in (2]. 

In the calculations of ueN for a heavy system with Z1Z2 > 1500, the energy dispiace~rnt 

between the fusion barrier and interaction barrier should be taken into account. In the 

pr~sent paper this is done according to [2]. 

B. Calculation of the capture cross section in the framework of the surface friction 

model 

Our calculations are based· on one of the recent variants of the surface friction model 
i 

which takes into account the dynamic deformation of both the colliding nuclei [4]. It 

should be noted that in the framework of this model the capture cross section can be 

described satisfactorily for such a massive ion as 86Kr. 

In this model the capture (fusion) is assumed to take place if the projectile after full 

dissipation of the kinetic energy finds oneself in the potential pocket of V(R,a) (a; are 

the deformation parameters). By introducing the nuclear friction and solving the system 

of classical equations of motion, we can obtain the critical angular momentum le. All the 

trajectori~s with l < le lead to the capture or fusion. In the sharp cut off approximation 

the capture (fusion) cross section is determined by the expression: 

le 

Uc= 11"A~ L{2/ + 1) = 7rA~(/c + 1)2
• 

l=O 
(6) 

In the reactions with relatively light projectiles Uc is equal to ueN- Howeve~, in the 

reactions. between massive nuclei where the quasi-fission (fast fission) takes place the 

4 

surface friction model can give only Uc- Nevertheless, we have made the calculations 

of UER for the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and 110Pd+110Pd assuming·that UeN = Uc- The 

comparison of the calculation results with the experimental UER values give the scale_ of 

the quasi-fission in these reactions. 

C. Calculation of the compound nucleus fo,:-mation cross section in the framework 

of the macr·oscopic _d:ynamic model 

.A variant of the macroscopic dynamic model [7] has been u_sed to calculate the CNF 

cross section in the reaction 100Mo+ 100Mo and nopd+110Pd. · In this model ueN is deter

mined by the following expressio1:1: 

· 11-r~ [ 
uetv,(Ec.m.) =:= Km. (

C1C2 + 0.5)
2 
_(cf+ EB - Ec.m.)- (C1~2 + 0.5)] ~-

C~ • · c~ · c~ · 
(7) 

where 

C1 = kl/2 [(z2/A),1 - (Z2/A)!}r]' 
kl/2 8/2 '. 

C2 = 
e2/ro (A1A2) 1/ 3 

. · 2/3 ' 

k = 2025 · (A1A2)113{A:13 + A~13
)
232 (~) mc2a 2/{A1 + A2 ) 

r c = D1 + D2 + 1.44 fm, D; = R; -1/R;, 

R; = l.28AV3 
- 0.76 + 0.8A;113, mc2 = 931 McV, · ro = 1.224 fm. 

In [7] the following values for par~meters are recommended for a_bettcr descriptio11 of the 

experimental data: 

f = 3/4, a= 12, (Z2/A)~}r = 33. 

In the mod_el [7] t~e result of massive nuclei collision depends on a relationship between 

the kinetic energy of the collision, Ec.m., the Coulomb barrier, Be, and the extra-extra 
- . . I 

push energy, Exx, If Ec.m. > Be + Exx during collision the nuclear system t.,1kes a more 

compact shape than the saddle-point one of the compound nucleus, thus the complete 

fusion occurs. In the case of Ec.m. < Be + Ex~ the nuclei cannot fuse and th~ system 
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decays via quasi-fission or deep inelastic transfer channel. In the reaction 100Mo+100Mo the 

Err value is equal to 1 MeV, in the reaction llDPd+H0 pd.the Exx value is equal to 60 McV 

[7]., Since in the second reaction the .Bass barrier equals to 228 Me V, at Ec.m. > 288 _McV 

the macroscopic dynamic model was expected to be capable of describing O"CN• 

D; De-excitation of compound nucleus 

In the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and uopd+n°Pd the compound nuclei 200Po and 220U 

are formed with the excitation energy of. dozens of MeV and with a large set of angular 

momenta._ The competition between fission and emission of a light particle determines 

the part of compound nuclei surviving as evaporation residues. 

To describe the decay of the excited nuclei 200Po and 220U, a statistical model based 
I , , ' ·,,:'; 

on the Monte-Carlo method has been used [11,1'21. The angular m~~enta of compound 

nuclei formed in the complete fusion reaction have a respective distribution of values of 

I. The vector I is transversal to the ion beam. ~-y means of two random numbers the 

drawing of the momentum value and its orientation in space are performed. Then for 

different decay channels of the compound nucleus ,the _maximum of residual energy is 

defined in the following way 

ties= E• - Er - Ev - V,,; E'jes = E· - Er - BI· 

Here E• is the excitation energy of the compound nucleus, Er is its rotational energy, 

V11 is the exit Coulomb barrier for a particle o~ th~ kind v (v =n,p,d,t,3He,a), E11 is the 

kinetic energy of the particle and Bi is the fission barrier. For all E~es > 0 the'kind of 

the emitted particle or 1 -ray is drawn. For partial widths of the particle v emission, for 

the fission and of the ,-quanta emission the following expressions have been used:[13]: 
. U-B. 

• • i ) • (2s 11 + 1 )µ11 · J ( 
f~(Em,lm ~ (1rn) 2Pm(U) v. O"inv(Ev)Pd U - Ev - Ev)EvdE11 , (8) 

U,-B1 

f1(E;;., Im)~ (21rpm(U)t 1 j p,(U. - B1 - c)dc, (9) 
0 
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r.,(E;;., Im)~ (1rnc/pm(;) ! 0"-,A(E-,)pd(U - E-,)E;dE-,,_. (10) 

where U is the thermal energy of the mother nucleus, s 11 is the spin of emitted-particle 

and µ 11 is the reduced mass of the system particle v plus daughter nucleus. The symbols 

m and d indicate a mother and a daughter nucleu~, respectively. The inverse cross section 

O"inv is calculated within the model· [14]: 

O"inv = ·{ O"g~1(i +c2/K), 
0"9 c3(l - c4V,,/E11), 

V =n, 
v ,,;, p,d,t,3H~, a. 

(11) 

Here 0"9 is the geometrical cross section, ·r, c1 , c2 , c3, c4 are the,para~eters take~ fro~ [14]. 

In expression (9) the thermal energy U, and rotational energy E: are connected at the 

saddle point by the relation U, ·= E* - E:. This form of the width r / takes into account 

the change of the fission barrier of the rotating nucleus so far as B1(I) = B1(0)-(Er-E:) 

(see details in [15]). In expression (10) for the partial width of the electric dipole radiation 

O"-,A is the photoabsorbtion cross section (the dipole electric 1 -transitioris dominate in 

the statistical .,-cascade at U > l:5 + 2.0 MeV; at lower values of U 'the quadrupole 

,-transitions plays-the crucial role). 

To describe the level density as a function of the excitation energy, 'the well .known 

expression from [16] 

p(E*) = v'°i 1 . 
. 12 al/4(E•)S/4 exp[S(E*)I, (12) 

,. 
has been used. In (12) the dependence of the nucleus entropy S on the excitation energy 

E*·is determined by the relation 

S = 2at (13) 

by using the connection of the nucleus temperature with its excitation energy: 

E_~ = at2 , (14) 

The parameter of the level density a = 1r
2g0 /6 is expressed through the density of single 

particle states near the Fermi energy go = f(E1) = const. The decrease of the influence 
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of shell effects on the level density with increasing excitation energy is taken into account 

by the phenomenological expression (16]: 

a(E*) = a(l + J{E*)6W/ E*], (15) 

Here J(x) = 1 - exp(-")'x), 6W is the shell correction in the nucleus mass formula, 

. a = A(a + fJA) is the Fermi-gas value of the level density parameter, A is the mass 

number of nucleus. The empirical values of the parameters a = 0.134 Mev-1, fJ = 

-1.21 • 10-4 Mev-1
, "Y = 6.1 • 10-2 MeV-1 h~ve been obtained from the analysis of the 

data on the level density with taking into account the contribution of.the collective stales 

to the total level density: 

Ptot(E*) = I<rotI<vibP(E*) (16) 

(see details in (16]). 

After the determination of the de-excitation mode (if fission does not occur) the char

acteristics of the emitted particles or ,")'-ray, namely their kinetic energy, orbital momentum 

and emission angle were drawn. For a given kind of the particle the simultaneous selection 

of Ev, i (i is the particle orbital momentum) and cos(0) (0 is the angle between I and i) 

has been performed by using three random numbers. Thell' by using the fourth random 

number they are rejected according to the three-dimensional probability density 

p'(Ev, i, cos(0)) ex i exp [2Ja(EZ - Ev-- li2(12 + i 2)/2j + li, 2 Ii cos(0)/ j)] . (17) 

Here j is the moment of inertia of the compound nucleus. The azimuthal angle of the 

evaporated particle is drawn in the coordinate system with the axis z parallel to I. The 

fission process is taken into account by the weight factor 

r 

F = Il[l - I'1/I'totl, 
11=1 

(18) 

where I'tot is the sum of all partial widths and x is the number of steps in the evaporation 

cascade. This is convenient, in particular, for strongly fissionable nuclei. All the quantities 

are transformed to the centre-of-mass system of interacting nuclei and the char~cteristics 
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Fig.I. Evaporation residue cross sections for the reactions 100Mo+ 100Mo (a) and 
~ ; ' ~ . ~ : ' • 1 : : 

110Pd+110Pd (b) as functions of Ec.m.• The results of calculat.ion in the framework, of 

the optical model, surface friction model, macroscopic dynamic model and our mod<'I are 

present,ed by dotted line, short dashed line, long dashed line and. solid line, rcspec(,ivdy. 

The experimental data are presented by solid squares. 
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of the residual nucleus are calculated. Then the maximum residual energies of all emission 

processes and fission channel are calculated for this nucleus. Among the allowed values 

of E~e• and EJ°" '> 0 the next drawing of the de-excitation type is performed. This is 

done while the condition Ere• > 0 is satisfied. The gathering of the required statistics 

for the calculation of different reaction characteristics has provided about 5% calculation 

accuracy. 

The computation of the compound nucleus de-excitation on the basis of the Monte

Carlo method is performed for all the considered variants of the CNF cross se~tion calcula

tion (see the subsections A, Band D): The_ratio of the level density p~r~meters a1/an = 1 

is used. The calc~lated ev~poration residue cross sections f~r the ;~~ctions 100Mo+100Mo 

and 110Pd+110Pd are compared in Fig. 1 with the experimental data [9]. Strong dis

crepancy is observed between the calculated and experimental results. The discrepancy 

is particularly large for the reaction 110Pd+110Pd when the CNF cross section is' calcu

lated within the optical model and the surface friction model. The macroscopic dynamic 

model gives lower values of <rcN, but the discrepancy betw~en the calculated results and 

the experimental data is several orders of magnitude. The observed discrepancy cannot 

be explained in the framework of the standard concepts of the fusion of complel): nuclei. 

Therefore, to investigate the reason of strong decrease of ihe evaporation residue cross .. 
sections in these reactions, the DNS:approach was used. 

III. PECULIARITY OF THE COMPLETE FUSION OF MASSIVE NUCLEI. 
,, 

FUSION BARRIER OF A NEW TYPE 

According to the DNS-approach the first stage of the complete fusion of nuclei ends 

with the formation of the DNS. The DNS evolution is defined by the potential energy 

of the system V(Z, l) as a function of the charge asymmetry and the angular momen

tum. The calculated potential energies of the DNS for the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and 

110Pd+110Pd are presented in Ref. (10]. The liquid-drop mass of nuclei (17] and nucleus-
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nucleus potential V(R) = VN(R) + Vc(R) + V,.(R) have been used to calculate V(Z,l). 

The calculation has been performed under a simple· assumption about the DNS form. 

The DNS is considered as two spherical overlap nuclei. The distance· R between .their 

centres corresponds to the minimum of potential pocket of V(R)s The overlap of nu

clei in the DNS is small and we can use the frozen density assumption to calculate the 

nucleus-nucleus potential. This assumption corresponds to the retaining individuality of 

the DNS nuclei used' in the DNS-approach which is used successfully in the description 

of deep inelastic transfer reactions (24]. The energy scales are normalized to the·total 

energy of the corresponding.spherical compound nucleus (see Fig. 1 in Ref.(101). The 

isotopic composition of the nuclei.forming the DNS is chosen from the condition of N/Z 

equilibrium in the system. 

The nuclear interaction VN(R) is' taken in two variants: "proximity" and· "double 

folding". According to [18] the expression for VN(R) in the "proximity" variant looks 

like: 

VN(R) = -2ir(1'1 + 12)Rso (19) 
·:· ·· ·_. •{'½(l+s/s0 )exp[-l.6s/so],·s~0, 

. ! - s/so - ½(s/so)2, s < 0, 

where 1; = 0.9517(1 - 1.7826(1 - 2Z;/A;)2), s = R - R{p - R2p, R;p = l.l7Af
3

fm, 

R, ,;,, R1;R2p/(R1p :+ R2p),' So = 1 fm: Here S is the distance between the surfaces of 

interacting spherical nuclei. The expression for VN(R) in 'the "do'uble fold.ing"· form 

VN(R) = j w1(ri)w2(R- ~2)F(r1 - r2)dr1d~~ 
'I • •;' . 

(20) 

is takeu' from (19]. Here w;(r~) are the 1ensities of inter~cting nuclei1 .r(r1 ~ r2) is the 
, •, ·' ' , • .,, ; ,, j '· ,· '. • ' 

nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. To take into aq:ount the repulsive part of the 
) ' . ' ', .. ,,· 

nucleus-nucleus potential, the density-depending nucleon-nuclec:in int_era~.tion is used (20]. 

The final expr,ession has the form [19]: 

VN(R) = C0 { Fin w~oFex (j w;(r)w2(r - l_l)dr + j w1(~)w~(r-:- R)dr) 

+Fexf w1(r)w2(r - R)dr}; . (21) 

Fin,ex = fin,;x + I:n,ex(N1:.:... Z1)/A1(N2 - Z2)/A2, 

,11 



where N; are neutron numbers. · The values of the dimensionless parameters J, j' are 

known from the fit of a great set 6f the experimental data within the theory of the finite 

Fermi-systems [20): Co= 300MeV fm3
, fin·= 0.09, fex = -2.59, f:n = 0.42, J;x = 0.54. 

· For massive nuclei the following expression 

woo 
w;(r) = L+ exp((r - R;o)/ao) 

(22) 

can be used with parameters w00=0.17,fm-,3 , R;0 = r0 Af3
• The positi'on and height 

of the barrier for many reactions are well described by the values of parameters r0 = 

(1.08 + 1.17) fm and a0 = (0.50 +0.55) fm (19]. The same set of parameters has been used 

to calculate the DNS potential energies for all the considered reactions. For the reactions 

100i\fo+100Mo and 110Pd+110Pd the nucleus-nucleus potentials are presented in Ref. [10). 

The double, folding form of VN(R) has been used there. 

A partial overlap of the volumes of interacting nuclei (21) is taken into account in 

the Coulomb potential. A complete sticking takes place for the DNS evolving to the 

compound nucleus, therefore the ~entrifugal potential V,.(R) has the form: 

ti2l(l + I) 
V,.(R) = 2(j1 +ii+ µR2)' 

where j; = 2mA;Rl /5 are the rigid-body moments of inertia of the DNS nuclei. 

(23) 

The potential energy of the DNS V(Z,l) as a function of charge as.ymmetry and the 

nucleus-nucleus potentia! V(R) as a function of Rare presented. in Fig. 2 schematically. It \ 

is seen that for the reactions 100Mo+100Mo and 110Pd+110Pd the initial DNS seems to be 

at the minimum of the potential energy. The DNS is similar to a giant nuclear mol~cule. 

As it has been emphasized in [8), the existence of the sheli structuie gives significant 

stability for nuclei of DNS. 

It is clear from Fig. 2 th~t on its way to the compouO:d nuclei the DNS has to overcome 

the potential barrier that is equal to the difference of the pot,ential energy V(Z, I) at the 

Businaro-Gallone (BG) point and sym~et~ic configuration. This difference can be called 

the fusion barrier Bju,: Even at a considerable surplus of the kinetic energy over the 

12 

e.ntrance barrier the fusion barrier appears on the way to the compound nucleus. This 

is a specific feature of the complete fusion of massive nuclei which can be revealed only 

within the DNS-approach. In further calculations the double folding potential is used as 

VN(R). If we replace it by the proximity potential, the values of Bj~, lower and acN 

increases (Fig. 3). Therefore, th~ total ·cro~s section of the fusion of ~a~~ive nuclei seems 

to be very sensitive to the potential VN(R). •This fact can be used for a more precise 

definition of the potential VN(R). 

~ 
> 

COMPETITION PROCESSES 
IN THE INITIAL DINUCLEAR 

SYSTEMS 

QUASI-FISSION COMPLETE FUSION 

R 

:::r 
N 
> 

j 

Sym\netric 
DNS 

z 

Fig.2. Schematic presentation of the process of competition between complete .fusi~n 

and quasi-fission. Potential energy of DNS V( Z, l) as a function of charge asymmetry 'and 

nucleus-n~cleus potential V(R) as a function of Rare presented. 
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• lines) and double folding (solid lines) forms. The energy scales are normalized to the tot.al . 

energy of the corresponding compound· nucleus. The sequence / = 0, 40, 0, 40, On is 

assigned to curves from top to bottom. 

The physical nah1re of this fusion barrier drastically differs from the extra-extra push 

of the macroscopic dynamic model [5-7). The extra-extra push is an additional kinetic 

energy over the entrance potential barrier which should provide the compact form of fusing 

nuclei, i.e. a more compact form than the form of the fissile compound nucleus to be 

reached at the saddle point. Unlike the extra-extra push, the source of energy for getting 

over the fusion barrier Bju, is the DNS excitation energy. Namely, the excitation energy 
~ ,, ' 

allows the system to realize such an endoergic redistribution of the nucleons between the 
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1) 
I!~ 

11· 
I l~ 

! 

DNS nuclei a~ter which the system turns out to be at the top of the fusion barrier. These 

changes of A; and Z; can be considered as a large fluctuation in the initial DNS. After 

reaching the fusion barrier the DNS potential energy begins to decrease with increasing 

charge asymmetry and the driving forces lead the DNS to a compound nucl;eus. 

At the same time if we look at the nucleus-nucleus potential in the entrance chann~l 

V(ll) (Fig. 2) we can see the capture of the projectile by the target nuc.leus into a r~ther 

shallow potential pocket. The shallow potential pocket and slight overlap of the two 
' . . ' . . : 

massive nuclei, as a result of strong Coulomb repulsion, can lead to the disintegration of 
! ' ' ,;,.· . ' '•, 

the DNS to .two fragments having close mass~s, i.e. the initial DNS can easily undergo 

quasi-fission. The s.mall values of ueR(E), especially, in the reaction 110Pd+110Pd indkate 

the predominance of the quasi-fission chan.nel ov:r the complete fu~ion one. To determine 

ueR(E), it is necessary to calculate the competition between the channels c?f complete 
' . "• . . . : ,.' . 

fusion and quasi-fission. The authors propose a simple model of this competition in the 
" • ' • • •· ., :I ; 

initial DNS. 

IV. MODEL OF THE COMPETITION BETWEEN COMPLETE FUSION AND 

QUASI-FISSION IN MASSIVE SYMMETRIC DINUCLEAR SYSTEM 

In according with [8) the fusion process starts after the form~tion of the DNS. There 

is competition between the complete fusion and quasi-fission channels in .the initial DNS 

formed by. massive nuclei. Therefore, this competition should be taken. into account in 

the calculation of cross section ucN(E) .. Unfortunately, the {!Xisting.models don't allow 

to calculate th~ competition between .the complete fusion and quasi-fission in the.DNS. 

The thermal equilibrium is established in the DNS rather fast, for .several units of 

10-22 s. As the quasi-fission time is one order of magnitude longer (22) one can try to use 

the statistical approach to analyse the competition between complete fusion and quasi

fission. The possibility of using the statistical approach to the DNS decay is indicated by 

the Q99-system.atics of cross sections ;f d~ep inelastic transfer reaction products [23). 
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. . ,, 

We assume that the probability for the initial DNS to evolve via the complete fusion 

or to decay by the quasi-fission channel is determined by the DNS level densities at 

the maxima of the fusion and quasi-fission bar~iers. A similar approach was· used in 

(24] to describe the cha;ge distribution of the deep inelastic transfer reactions. Th~ fusion 

barrier Bj.,, can be calculat~d from the DNS potential energy V(Z, I) (see Fig. 2). How to 

estimate the quasi_:_fission barriers? Usually quasi-fission in asymrn:etric nuclear systems is 

considered [25). These systems evolve towards a symmetric shape with a subsequent decay 

into two nuclear fragments with close masses. In the reactions 100Mo + 100Mo and 110Pd 
. . ·\ .. . . 

+ 110Pd the initial DNS has a symmetric shape already_ at the moment of formation. 

Thi;· ~hape is. favourable for 'the decay because of the maximum value of the Coulomb 

repulsion. The assumption about the retaining individuality of the DNS nuclei [8], its 

small overlap and the system: position in the minimum potential energy are favourable to 

use in the ~nalysis of the decay of a massive symmetri~ DNS in a sudden approximation. 

In the process of quasi-fission the DNS should overcome the )?Otential barrier (BqJ) which 

coincides ".'l'ith the depth of the pocket of interaction potential V(R) (see Fig. 2). 

To d~scribe the DNS level density, one has to us~ the expression proposed in Ref. ['..!6] 
• . . 2 ' . . ' 

·(E*) - [L] 1/2 9 [ ( E*)l/2] p, ; - 63/4(2 E•)S/4 exp 2 a ; 
9192 9 i 

(24) 

where i denotes Bj~. or BqJ, 91 ·and 9~ are densities of single-particle states near the 

Fermi surface for the two nuclei incorporated in DNS, 29 = 9i + 92 and a= 1r
29/3. The 

values of 91 and 92 are taken according to the systematics (27]. The excitation energy . 

E; is the difference between the DNS excitation energy in the symmetric configuration 

E* ~ .Ec.m. - V(R*) and the vil;lue of the corresponding barrier. R* is the R for the bottom 

of a pocket in the V(R). Taking into account the above assumption we can get for the 

probability of complete fusion W1.,, 

W 
_ PBj., 

Ju• - . 
PBj., + Pn.1 

(25) 

The ratio pn., /(PBj., + pqf) determines. the quasi-fission probability. Therefore, in the 

general case the fusion cross section can be written in the following form 
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,, 
acN(Ec.m.} = 'ff A~ 1)2/ + l)T(/, Ec.mJWJu,(l, Ec.m.), (26) 

l=O 

where 11 is the angular momentum corresponding to the vanishing fission barrier. In our 

case the last multiplier takes into account the competition between the fusion and quasi

fission-like process. It is supposed that W1.,,=l in the optical model and in the surface 

friction model. Usually the fusion of nuclei js considered there when the quasi-fission

like channel is negligible. However, in the case of symmetric combination of the massive 

colliding nuclei the quasi-fission dominates. 

The DNS excitation energy is defined by Ec.m. and· the DNS .potential energy. \Ve 

used the data of Ref. [22] where it was shown that in contrast-to fission in the process 

of quasi-fission light particles do not carry away a considerable portion-of the excitation 

energy of the system. 

In the classical quasi-fission models [25) the initial asymmetric DNS evolves to the 
' 

symmetric form of which it decays into two fragments with close masses. A possibility of 

the system decay fron'i asymmetric configuration is ignored. Here we 1fi>llowed this tradi

tional concept about quasi-fission process. At the same time there is a definite probability 

of the DNS decay from the intermediate configurations on its V.:ay to the Businaro-Gallone 

point. The question is whether this probability is comparable with the qua~i-fission prob-,, 
ability from symmetric configuration. T? estimate the quasi-fission probability from I he 

intermediate configurations, we replaced the 6-functional distribution of Z in the initial 

DNS by the function proportional to exp(-V(Z, 1)/t) assuming the therrn:al equilibrium·· 

in the DNS. For:~ach Z between the symmetric and BG point configurations (Fig. 2) the 
quasi-fission probability has been _calculated as given above. taking into account the weigJit 

factors proportional to exp(-V(Z,1)/t). The DNS ~onfigurations close to the symnwtric 

one seem to give the main contribution (~9q%) to 'lhe quasi-fission. J'his allows onr ,. 
to use in the first approximation the traditional statistical model for the analysis of I he 

competition betwe~n the complete fusion and quasi-fission in the massive symmetric DNS 

ignoring quasi~fission from the intermediate configurations of DNS. 
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The results of ucN(E) calculation are presented ·in Fig. 4. Our data· for ucN(E) 

calculated by the standard complete fusion models, namely, the optical [2], surface-friction 

[4] and macroscopic dynamical [7] on!!s, 11;r.e also given in these figures for comparison. 

As one can see, the formation of the potential barrier Bju, on the way of DNS to the 

compound nucleus and the c~mpetition between complete fusion and quasi_.:.fission in the 
I 

initial DNS lead to a sharp decrease of Jc;N(E) values in reactions between massive nuclei. 

The position of B1• slightly shifts towards larger asymmetry of the DNS with increasing 
. us '_J 

' l. To simplify our calculation, we fix the place of Bju, iri the configuration with 48Ca as 

a light nucleus. 

The proposed model has been used also to analyse the competition betw~en the com-
• 

plete fusion and quasi-fission for almost symmetric massive dinuc,lear systems. In Ref. 

[28] the cross sections of the reaction channels (HI,xn) have been measured for two re

actions leading to the same compound nucleus 22qTh: 40 Ar+180Hf and 121Sn+96Zr. The 

standard model of complete fusion was able to describe the experimental data for the first 

. reaction. At the same time, there wa! a large discrepancy bet"'.'een · the calculated and 

experimental data for the second r~actfon. _From our point of view, the reason of this is 

the quasi-fission which is a predominant reaction channel in the second reaction. Indeed, 

the probability for the CNF, which'has been determined from the experimental data by 

using some model assumptions [28], se~ms to be larger for the reaction 40Ar+180Hf than 

for the reaction 124Sn+96Zr. The initial DNS formed in the reaction 40 Ar+180Hf corre

sponds approximately to the BG point configuration. In this case Wfus ~ l in {26) and 

the values of the probability for the CNF are described rather well (above barrier) by the 

penetration factor T of the entrance parabolic barrier (Fig. 5). On the contrary, f~r the 

almost symmetric system 124Sn+96Zr the values of WJu., which can be m:uch smaller than 

unity, decrease the probabi~ity for the CNF. A good description of the experimental data 

in the framework of the DNS-approach is demonstrated for this reaction in Fig. 5. Thus, 

our model can be applied to almost symmetric systems. 
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V. CALCULATION OF EVAPORATION RESIDUE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE 

REACTIONS 100Mo + 100Mo AND 11.0pd + 110Pd 

Three factors taken into account in calculating the uEn(E) for the reactions 

100Mo+ 100Mo and 110Pd+110Pd are as follows: (i) the capture cross section uc(E), (ii) 

the competition between complete fusion an£! quasi-fission in the initial DNS, and (iii) 

the competition between fission and the emission of light particles and -y-rays in the 

compound-nucleus de-excitation. ,The ca~ture cross section uc(E) has been calculated 

using an optical model [2]. The competition betw_een.~omplete fusion and quasi;zfission 

has been calculated in the framework of the proposed model (Se,c. IV). The compound

nucleus de-excitation has been analyzed in the framework of a statistical model, by the 

Monte-Carlo method .[11,12]. 

As is shown in Ref. [29], a considerable part of the excitation energy of t_he massive 
I - • • ' 

compound nucleus is carried away by neutrons before the nucleus reaches the scission 
I • • • 

point. The independence of pre-scission neutron multiplicities ,on the total kinetic energy 

of.the fission fragments indicates that the neutron emission just before and just after scis

sion is not very important in fusion-fission reactions [22]. The su_rvival of th~ evaporation 

residues. of heavy nuclei at a high excitation energy [29] allows one to assume that the 

pre-scission neutron emission takes place mainly before the compound nucleus reaches 

the saddle point. Therefore, based on the results of Refs. [22,29] we can assume that the 
r • 

excitation energy at the saddle point is about 30-40 MeV. Taking into account the fission 

of compound nucleus only at E* :S35 MeV we obtained a better agreement be.tween the 

calculated and experimental data. The calculated results seem to be not too different if . ' . 

instead of 35 MeV we take 50 MeV. The fact that in the reaction 110Pd + 110Pd the i11tcr-

mediate system, on the way to a compound nucleus, emits an a-particle [9] has also been 

taken into account. Due to the dynamic coupling of the DNS modes of motion [19] this 

emission takes place mainly on the route from the Businaro-Gallone point to a compound 

nucleus. So, it does not influence the competition between the fusion and quasi-fission. 
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The probability of the pre-co~pound o emission is about rn-3 [9].in the reactio~ uopd + 

uopd and has a negligible influence the quasi-fission that is .the dominant channel of the 

initial DNS decay. In the reaction 100Mo+100Mo the probability of the pre-compound o 

emission is considerably smaller than the probability of the coqipound nucleus formation 

and we can neglect it. · 

The results of <TEn(E) calculations by the developed model ar~ presented in Fig. 1. 

The optical model used by us to calculate ue(E) does not take into account the coupling of 

various'fusion channels at Ee.m. near the Coulomb barrier. This leads to the'disagreement 

between the calculated arid experimental data at low Ec.m.• Therefore, our model is 

applicable to describe the experimental values'of uen(E) at the collision energy exceeding 

the Coulomb barrier. 

The drastic disagreement between the experimental data and the resi.J.lt~ of calculations 

by the optical and s'urface-frictiori models is• due to the' fact that th~e models do not take 

into account quasi-fission process following the massive DNS formati~n. We presented 

these calculated results in Figs. 1 an·d 4 to demonstrate the quasi-fission role in the fusion 

of massive nuclei. 

The macroscopic dynamic model [7] take,s into account many nuclear processes that 

occur in the entrance channel of the reac.ti6ns. At Ee.m. > Be + ,Exx the ~acroscopic 

dy~amic model was exp~cted to be capable of describing <TcN(E). H~~~ver, the uen(E) 
' , ' . . , , . , 'I' , 

value calculated by this model is about three 9rders of magnitude larger than the exper-

imental one. From our p~irit of view, thi~ large difference is the result of the abs~nce of 

thk competition between complete fusion and quasi-fission in the macroscopic dyna~1ic 
' . - ' . ' ' ' 

model. Indeed, at Ec.m. > Be +·Exx the CNF takes place and the quasi0fission is absent. 
, . I . , . ' 

At Ee.m. < Be+ Exx the quasi-fission is realised but the CNF is not possible. Therefore, 

the competition, between comple'te fusion and quasi-fission is not taken into account f~r 

given Ee.m.• 

According to Ref.' [7j', at energies below Be+ Exx no compound nucleu~ can be formed 

at all. .However as one can see from experimental data (Fig. I),. uen(E) goes smo~thly to 
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en_ergies sev_eral dozens of MeV below Be+ Exx• In the used variant of the macroscopic 

dynamical model the fusion barrier fluctuations are not considered. Introduction of these 

fluctuations (31] allows one _to spread <TEn(E) to the region Ec.m. <Be+ Exx• However, 

the consider'.3-ble disagreement between the calculated and experimental data remains for 
. , ' ' . 

a high collision energy. Apparently the reason for the discrepancy lies in the macroscopic 

approach itself, in which real nuclei possessing shell structure are replaced by drops of 

homogeneous nuclear liquid. 
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A satisfactory description of UER(E) by the model of competition between complete 

fusion and quasi-fission can be considered as indicative of the realisti~ interpretation of 
' ' 

mechanism of the compound-nucleus formation proposed in the DNS approach [8]. 

Calculations of the evaporation residue cross sections on the basis of the D NS-approach 
' . 

allow us to understand reasons of the sharp decrease of cross sections in the transition 

from the reaction 100Mo+100Mo to ll0Pd+n°pd. In thes~ reactions, th\! mass and ~harge of 

compound nu<::lei are different only by 10% but the cross sections differ by s~v~ral orders of 

magnitude. The depende~ce of the fusion barrier and qu~si~fission 'barrier on the angular 

momentum for both reac~ions is shown_ in Figs. 6a and 6~. One, can see that the quasi-

fission and fusion barriers change in opposite directions: the quasi0fission barriers decrease 
, . ,,.._ 

in the transition from the reaction 100Mo+100Mo to the reaction 110Pd+ll0 Pd, and on the 

contrary the fusion barriers considerably increases. 

The exchange with valence nucleons between the nuclei of the DNS increases the 

nuclear attraction [33]. This'leads usually to an increase of the capture cross section but 

the fusion barrier Bj,,, is changed slightly. Therefore, all the peculiarities of the fusion 

process, of massive nuclei seem to be conserved. 
,- ' 

The deformation of the DNS nuclei under the influence of the Coulomb forces slightly 

changes Bj,,, as well. This influence of the ·deformation has been estimated. It was 

supposed that in the symmetric DNS the_ nuclei look like rotating prolate ellipsoids with 

collinear located large axis'. In both the reactions on the fusion barriers the light nucleus of 
'' 

the DNS was 48Ca while the heavy nuclei were 152Er and 172Hf (if the particle evaporation 

is neglected). For this configuration the deformation is introduced only for heavy nuclei 

of the DNS. The surface of the deformed nucleus is described by the expression: 

R;d = f R;(l + ,B½o(O,rp)), (27) 

f = [(1 + .a{f;)(l -.a)d;)2]-l/3 
The factor f is introduced for the volu~e conservation. Calculations of Bj,,, were per

formed with VN(R) in the "proximity" form. In (19) R has been modified according to 
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[34]. The potential of the Coulomb interaction Vc(R) was calculated following [34], as 

well. In V(Z, l) the corresponding changes have been done in the components describing 

the surface and the Coulomb energies. For the symmetric configuration of the DNS the 

value ,8 = 0.2 was taken; and for the BG point, ,8 = 0.4, which is fo accordance with 

the data on the deformation in symmetric and asymmetric fission [35}. By. our estima

tions the deformation of the DNS nuclei increases Bju, nearly by 2 MeV for the reaction 

110Pd+110Pd ~nd by 1 MeV for the reaction 100Mo+100Mo. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the paper the cross secti_ons of the evaporation residues in the reactions between 

massive nuclei are analysed in the framework of different models of complete fusion. This 

analysis allows us to estimate the validity of the CNF mechanism suggested in different 

models. 

The determination of the evaporation residue cross sections includes the calculation of 

the CNF cross section and the competition between fission and emission of light particles, 

-y-rays at the compound nucleus de-excitation. The CNF cross sections have been c·alcu

lat~d in the framework of the standard model~ of complete fusion, and the de-excitation 

of a compound ~ucleus has been calculated by the Monte-Carlo method. 

The obtained results were calculated by the optical model, the model with surface 

friction and the macroscopic dynamic model seem to be in sharp contradiction with t hf' 

experimental data. Especially, for the reaction 110Pd+110Pd the calculated evaporation 

residue cross sections exceed the experimental value by several orders of magnitude. 

The analysis of the complete fusion in the massive symmetric and almost symmetric 

systems on the basis of the DNS-approach revealed an important specific feature of this 

process, the appearance of the fusion barrier after the capture on the way of the DNS 
' ' 

evolution to a compound nucleus. This barrier is, in pri~ciple, different from the extra-

extra push energy of the macroscopic dynamical model. As a result, the competition 
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-between the channels of quasi-fission and complete fusion arises and strongly reduces the 

CNF cross section. 

On the basis of the DNS-appro~ch a model of the competition between complete fusion 

and quasi-fission in massive symmetric DNS has been developed which includes the fusion 

and quasi-fission barriers as main elements. 

· The calculations of the ~vaporation residues cross sections in the reactions 100Mo + 

100Mo and n°Pd+n°pd on the basis ,of this model give satisfactory agreement with the 

experimental data, which can be conside_red as an evidence of the validity of the concept 

ofthe CNF mechanism developed in the DNS-approach. 
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AHTOHeHKO _RB. u ):(p .. · . , ·E4-95-80 
O6pa3oiiaune cocTaBnhlx .sl):(ep B peaKu,nsix Me)K):(y MaCCHBHhIMH 
SI):(paMH. Eapbep CJIHSIHHSI ' 

1:Ipoaua.nu3npoBaHhl ceIJeHHSI ncIIapHTeJihHhIX ocTaTKOB (a ER) B peaK~HSIX 
Me)K):(y MaCCJ:IBHhIMH,.sl):(paMH B paMKax pa3JIHlJHhIX MO):(e.neii: IIOJIHOro CJIHSIHIDI .. 
I-krroJih30BattHe OIITHIJeCI<HH MC)):(eJIH, MO):(eJIH rio'BepXHOCTHOro TpeHHSI H MaK:

'pOCKOIIHIJeCKOH ):(HHaMHIJeCKOH Moi:ie.nn MO)KeT rrpnBeCTH K pe3yJihTaTaM, KOTO
pbie ua uecKOJihKO rrop.sl):(KOB OTJIHIJaIO~~SI OT 3KcrrepnMeHTaJihHhIX. 3TO Bhl3Ba
uo rrpeue6pe)KeHHeM KOHKypeH~HH Me)K):(y IIOJIHhIM CJIHSIHHeM H KBa3m:{eJie
HHf:M. Ilpe):(JIO)KeH B03MO)KHhIH MexaHH3M cpopM'npOBclHHSI COCTaBHOro .sl):(pa' 
c o6pa3oBaHneM ):(BOHHOH .sl):(epuoii: cttcTeMhl a peai~HSIX c TSiieJihIMH nottaMH 
npa3pa60TaH MeTO):( pacIJeTa 3TOH KOHKypeH~HH B CJIHSIHHH CHMMeTpH1IHhlX 
MaccnBHhIX '51,n;ep. MeTO):( MO)KeT 6h1Th rrpnM'eueu ):(JISI 3Heprnii: CTOJIKHOBeHHSI 
. BhIIIIe KYJIOH0BCKOro 6aphepa. 3uaIJeHHSI BeJIHlJHH a~R• IIOJiy:eHHhIX B paMKax 
rrpe~JIO)KeHHOH MO):(eJIH, oKa3aJIHCh 6JIH3KHMH K 3KcrrepnMeHTaJihHhIM ;:iaHHhIM. 
.ll:JISI HJIJIIOCTpa~nn· :paccMOTpeuhl peaK~HH 100Mo+1~0Mo;- 110Pd+110Pd 
H 124Sn+96zn : '. . ,. ,·. , . ··.. • 

Pa6orn Bi:IIIOJIHeHa B .JI~6opaTOpHHTeopeTHIJeCKOH ¢~3~KH H~ .. H.H.Eoro-
JII06cma 01151ft ' I' ' ', ' j ' ' , , ' ,, I' ' 

TI penpttHT 06-i.e'AttHeHHOriJ HH~TI-ITy;a ll)le pHblX ~CCJJe)lOBaHHH. ,[(y6Ha, I 995 , 
- ·. ', ' ' ' . ·.,· . ' ' . 

Ant~nenkoN.V.eta,1:,: :', , : : · ·.····.·tr , • ,,· 
Compound Nucleus Formation in Reactions Between Massive; 

'.,. 

· E4~95-80 

Nuclei. Fusiori Barri~r •. . . . . ·. , , . · . ·. 
' .-., . ·., ,,;\ . ', .· 1: :' . ',· ' ',." '.. ' ' ', 'i' ' . ' , ' ., . ·-

' The evaporation residue:cross sectio,ns aERin reactions between massive 
,. I nuclei have, been ,analysed r'.within different rriodels of complete ,fusion/ 

Th_e calculations in the framework'of the optical model, the surface.friction 
. model and the macroscopic dynamic model can give the results which are by few 
. orders of magnitude different from experimental data. This takes place due 
to , negle'ct of 'the competition between complete fusion and quasifission. 
A possible mechariisin orcompound n·ucleus formation in-heayy· ion-induced 
reaction has been suggested.' A. model. is. proposed for. calculation of this 
competition in a massive symmetric dimiclear system. This model is applied 
for, collision energies above the Coulomb ,barrier. ,The dER values _calcul.atf!d, 
in the framework of the approach suggested seem to be close to the e'xperimentai 
data. For illustration the reactions rnoMo+lOOMo, 11 Opd+11 ~Pd and• 1'24Sn+96zn 
have been considered. ' . . . , . . . ·. , . 

The investigation· has been performed, at the 
' ofTh~oretical Physics; JINRl' . 
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